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Abstract

The injection of dc current offset into ac networks may impacted the lifespan of the distribution system equipment including
solation transformers and measurement devices and in serious event may cause equipment’s malfunction. This paper intents
o eliminate dc current offsets in the output currents using a combinational of proportional-integral (PI) and proportional
esonance (PR) controls embedded in one inverter unit. Resultant output currents of this method are sinusoidal and clean from
c offset before entering the point of common coupling. This method gives advantages for transformerless option for group
f interfacing inverters in the medium-scale solar farm or in arrangement of inverters restricted in a small locale. Moreover,
he use of expensive and high-accuracy measurement sensor nor complex transformer can be omitted, whilst indirectly give
ositive impact to the operational cost of the farm. The simulation verifications proved the usefulness of the proposed method
y introducing varying unknown dc offset levels in the phase currents, and a dedicated dc offset suppressor inverter able
o successfully eliminate the dc offset to zero. The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated in simulation using

ATLAB/Simulink.
2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Power quality is a significant concern for the grid interfacing inverters. The research in the power quality area
ends to focus on active harmonic filtering techniques using active power filters and voltage sag compensation using
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series compensators such as the dynamic voltage restorer. The power quality issue associated with the injection of
dc current offset into the distributed generation-based inverter is often omitted, regardless the worrying concerns on
the negative consequences on the equipment linked to the distribution system. The detrimental effects caused by the
injection of dc current into ac system are saturation of distribution transformer’s core, the addition of even harmonics
along with harmful odd harmonics and extra heating suffer by the equipment. These effects resulted in a reduction of
transformer’s lifespan, rotating machines and electromagnetic devices. Furthermore, it may compromise the accuracy
of the measurements and operation of protective relays; thus, increasing the risk of systems malfunction [1–4].

To tackle the presence of injected dc current into ac distribution network, several methods have been proposed
n the literature. An isolation transformer is placed at the output of the inverter to stop the dc current from entering
he ac network by electrical isolation [1,5]. However, this transformer is bulky, heavy and expensive. This approach
s unpopular to be applied for grid-interfacing inverter in large solar farm. Therefore, the alternative of opted
ransformerless systems become desirable. From [5], the transformerless photovoltaic inverter system is claimed to
educe the overall system costs by 25% and improve system efficiency by 2% as compared to that with a transformer.
nother passive method is using dc/ac capacitors to block dc current from entering the ac grid. For instance, the

uthors in [6] present a transformerless single-phase half-bridge inverter with the neutral connected to the supply
id-point (dc node formed by connection of two dc side capacitors in series). However, this approach is not readily

xtendable to three-phase inverter systems. Alternatively in [5], an ac capacitor is placed in series with the grid
o serve similar function. However, this passive method may prone to excite the resonance at the ac grid and may
ossibly magnify the harmonic current. This significantly affect the output waveform quality and deteriorate overall
ystem stability.

The authors in [7,8] proposes an active method that enable two functions which are to detect and minimize the
c current offset in an H-bridge inverter. This method assumes a voltage transformer with 1:1 turn ratio, and the dc
ffset appears across an RC capacitor circuit as shown in Fig. 1(a). The dc offset is fed into a PI controller where
his controller eliminates the amount of dc offset in the circuit. Although simulation results have shown that the
c offset is eliminated, no experimentation is presented to substantiate this method. Refs. [4] studied and verified
he method introduced in [8], and a mathematical model-based controller with experimental validation is presented.
nother active method was introduced in [2,8–12] for a transformerless full-bridge inverter that compensates the dc
oltage in the inverter output, presuming it to be proportional to the dc current offsets appears in the inverter output
urrents is shown in Fig. 1(b). A magnetic circuit using a low power toroidal transformer is acted as the dc offset
ensor connected across the inverter terminals. When a dc voltage exists at the inverter output and detect by the dc
ensor, a distortion is resulted in the reactor current and the dc compensation strategy is activated to eliminate the
mount of dc offset. The experimental results show that this proposed strategy excellent in minimizing dc current
o less than 5 mA for an injected grid current of 8 Arms, which is within IEEE standard limit [2,13].

Ref. [6] proposes an auto-calibrating dc compensation technique, where a current transducer is inserted between
the dc link capacitor and inverter phase legs to measure and limit the dc current. This calibration technique is based
on the switching state of the inverter. The experimental results show this proposed technique is able to limit the dc
current component to less than 8.6 mA for a 10 Arms fundamental current in the inverter output. However, the reliance
of this method on measurement of discontinuous input dc current may raise questions regarding its credibility, and
bandwidth of the current measurements employed. In [1,6], Fig. 1(c) uses two dc-link current sensors to minimize dc
offset components in three-level half-bridge inverter circuit. From this method, the dc current offset is successfully
being limited to 7 mA in 5 Arms output current. Nonetheless, the claimed success of the discussed methods is
restricted due to the problematic discontinuous currents current sensors may experience during the inverter operation.

In this work, an active and simple dc current offset suppression method using PI control is embedded in a
designated inverter (at least one inverter) to perform such function. The level of dc offsets are canceled and
eliminated using the proposed control system. The key highlight of the proposed method is to reduce the dependency
of high-accuracy measurement equipment which are very costly nor the use of complex transformer. It also allows
transformerless option of group of interfacing inverters and only uses one power transformer for galvanic isolation
at point of common coupling (PCC).

2. DC offset suppression method of grid-interfacing inverters

A dc offset suppression method for grid-interfacing inverters features a simple and viable approach to be applied
in medium-scale solar farms or inverters restricted in a small locale [14]. Fig. 2 shows the typical connection
905
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Fig. 1. (a) DC offset current minimizing loop with a voltage transformer (VT) [3,4,13], (b) DC compensation strategy with dc sensor (low
power toroidal transformer) [2,10] and (c) dc offset compensation using two dc current sensors for three-level inverter [1,6].

between grid-interfacing inverters with one inverter that acted as the dc offset suppression unit in a solar farm. In
this method, a minimum of one inverter unit is dedicated to perform the suppression of dc current offset along with
its basic active power injection to ac network. The dedicated unit is functioned to suppress the net dc offset that
may exist in the whole connection system to almost zero upon entering the isolation transformer, thus avoiding
saturation possibility of the ac transformer as shown in Fig. 2.

Referring to Fig. 2, let say the phase current ‘a’ with amount of dc offsets in inverter unit 1 is displayed:

ia = Idc + Im sin(ωt + ϕ) (1)

where Idc is the level of dc offsets, Im represents mean current per phase; ϕ is phase angle (radians); and ω is the
frequency measured in radian/seconds.

Mean phase ‘a’ current can be expanded as:

ĩa =
1
T

N∑
k=0

ia(kωTs) =
1
T

∫ T

0
ia(ωt)dt =

1
2π

∫ 2π

0
[Idc + Im sin(ωt + ϕ)] dωt = Idc (2)

In Eq. (2), Ts is the sampling period and N is the number of samples per fundamental period, T. The mean
phase current is computed separately. To create the opposite dc current that oppose the present amount of offsets
in Eq. (1), the dc offset with same magnitude yet opposite polarity is injected into the individual modulating signal
906
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Fig. 2. Connection of grid-interfacing system with one dedicated dc offset inverter unit (Unit z).

f unit z. This is attained from the PI control as in (3):

udc abc = kpdc
(
I ∗

dc − Idc abc
)
+ kidc

∫ (
I ∗

dc − Idc abc
)

dt (3)

here Idc abc is a three-phases dc offset vectors.
The PR control in dedicated inverter (Unit z) is controlling the fundamental current used for the output power

transfer into the ac network. The transfer function of PR control is expressed as:

y = kpe + ki
es

s2 + ω2
o

(4)

here kp is the proportional gain, ki is the integral gain, e = ĩ∗

abc − ĩabc is the error signal between the measured
ac currents and the corresponding references. ωo defined as angular frequency.

Forward Euler method is used to discretize the transfer function of PR control in Eq. (4). The state-space
equations for the inverter are as follows:

ỹ(s) = ỹ1(s) + ỹ2(s) (5)

ỹ (s) = k e(s) = k
(

ĩ∗ (s) − ĩ (s)
)

(6)
1 p p abc abc
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ỹ2(s) = ki
s

s2 + ω2
0

e(s) = ki
1

s +
ω2

0
s

(
ĩ∗

abc(s) − ĩabc(s)
)

(7)

Rewrite Eq. (7) becomes:

s ỹ2(s) +
1
s
ω2

0 ỹ2(s) = ki

(
ĩ∗

abc(s) − ĩabc(s)
)

(8)

With change of variable, ỹ3(s) =
1
s ỹ2(s), the first-order differential equations (9) to (11) explain the PR control is

suitable to be integrated in the state-space model for control function. (12) describes the resultant when Eq. (9) +

ỹ2 is substituted into inverter ac-side dynamic equation considering only fundamental voltages and currents.

ỹ1(t) = kp

(
ĩ∗

abc(t) − ĩabc(t)
)

(9)

d ỹ2(t)
dt

+ ỹ3(t) = ki

(
ĩ∗

abc(t) − ĩabc(t)
)

(10)

d ỹ3(t)
dt

= ω2
0 ỹ2(t) (11)

dĩabc

dt
= −

(
R f + kp

)
L f

ĩabc +
1

L f
ỹ2 +

kp

L f
ĩ∗

abc (12)

Differential equations (10), (11) and (12) are combined into a state space equation for PR controller gain
elections. The inverter internal dynamics are treated by the passive components:

d
dt

⎡⎣ĩabc

ỹ2
ỹ3

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣−
(R f + kp)

L f

1
L f

0

−ki 0 −1
0 ω2

0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎣ĩabc

ỹ2
ỹ3

⎤⎦ +

⎡⎢⎢⎣
kp

L f
ki

0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ĩ∗

abc (13)

Fig. 3 presents the overall control system of the dedicated inverter (Unit z) that acted as dc offset suppression
nverter. The fundamental current and dc offset are controlled independently as described and shown in Fig. 3.

. Result verification of the proposed DC current suppression method

A test system of two grid-interfacing inverters, namely inverter 1 (unit 1) and inverter 2 (unit z) as shown in
ig. 3 are exploited in validating the feasibility of the dc offset suppression method. Inverter 1 (unit 1) is injecting
ower into the ac grid and contain certain level of dc offset in its output currents whilst inverter 2 (unit z) serves
s the dc offset suppressor. The unknown amount of dc offset is injected in the phase current of unit 1 is achieved
y inserting the offset current into the modulating signals generated in PR control as represented in Fig. 3. The
ffset current are then extricated as the feedback signal to inverter 2 (unit z)’s dc offset suppression control system.
he dc control suppresses the offset components in the output currents to zero, leaving a relatively clean output
urrents entering the ac network. Table 1 lists the parameter used in this test system where inverter 1 is injecting
ower into the grid with certain level of polluted (dc offset) current while inverter 2 is functioned to eliminate the
olluted current injected by inverter 1.

The simulation waveforms of the proposed method are presented in Fig. 4 where the reference current of inverter
(unit 1), i∗abc1 fixed at 2 Apeak. Using MATLAB/Simulink as the simulation tool for verification, Fig. 4(a) shows

he amount of offsets being added to the modulating signals of unit 1 output phase currents (abc) are 5% (offset
), 10% (offset B) and −15% (offset C) respectively. The modulating signals in unit 1 with the addition of the
ffsets as in Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(b). The superimposed waveforms of phase currents a, b, and c of unit 1
nd unit z can be viewed in Fig. 4(c) to (e). The proposed dc suppressor inverter (unit z) contradicts the dc offset
n iabc1 by generating similar magnitude yet opposite displacement angle as in ibac2. The modulating signals of unit
(opposite counter magnitude as in Fig. 4(b)) are shown in Fig. 4(f). By adding these signals (iabco = iabc1+iabc2)
f Fig. 4(b) and (f), Fig. 4(g) shows the resultant phase currents which are clean from dc offsets, contain only the
inusoidal fundamental currents and follows the IEEE 929–2000 limit before entering the PCC. Finally, the grid

hase voltages of 155 Vpeak (110 Vrms) maintained sinusoidal with no dc offsets are represented in Fig. 4(g).
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Fig. 3. Control system of the proposed dc current offset method consisting of inverter 1 (Unit 1) with certain level of dc offset and inverter
2 (Unit z) as dc offset suppression inverter.

Table 1. List of parameters used in the test system.

Parameters Inverter 1 Inverter 2

Values

DC-link voltage, Vdc 200 V 200 V
Rated power, S 1000 VA 1000 VA
Switching frequency, fsw 2100 Hz 2100 Hz
Filter inductor, Lf 20 mH 10 mH
Filter capacitor, Cf – 70 µF
Proportional gain of PR control, Kp 4 4
Integral gain of PR control, Ki 1200 900
Proportional gain of PI (inverter 2), Kp 0.8
Integral gain of PI (inverter 2), Ki 120

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a simple and viable dc current offset suppression method that employed PR control to
liminate dc offset to zero while PI control is used to perform the basic function of exchanging active and reactive
owers into the ac grid. A minimum of one inverter unit is capable in performing the dedicated function in
liminating the dc offset components by introducing counter modulating signals with similar magnitude to cancel
ut the polluted output currents suffers by the grid-interfacing inverters in PR control mode. The simulation results
roved the feasibility of the proposed method with injection of unknown magnitude of dc offsets. The features
909
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Fig. 4. Verification results display inverter 1 (unit 1) with certain level of dc current offset in the output currents whilst inverter 2 (unit z)
uppress the offsets using the designated control system.

f this method are independence on the expensive and high-precision current measurement sensors nor complex
ransformers being installed in each individual grid-interfacing inverters in the solar farm. In addition, this method
llows transformerless option of interfacing inverters in medium-scale solar farms. MATLAB/Simulink is used to
onfirm the validity of the dc offset suppression method.
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